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ABSTRACT 
Bodywork is defined as is a process of managing one’s appearance and the embodied display of 
emotions during paid labour (Twigg et al., 2011:171). It has become increasingly important in the 
service sector, especially concerning the role of appearance and emotional labour when employees 
engage with customers.  This is particularly applicable to the restaurant industry, which is becoming 
increasingly competitive, with business owners striving to towards sustainable business and make a 
profit. To stay competitive, business owners create an organisational image by encouraging their 
employees to engage in bodywork. The purpose of this study has been to explore the experiences of 
waitresses when engaging in bodywork and the impact it has on social relations that are formed in 
the workplace. A qualitative approach was used to explore and grasp in-depth information based on 
their encounters within the restaurant. Face-to-face in-depth interviews were conducted with six 
waitresses and three managers of restaurants selected around Johannesburg. The findings indicated 
that an expectation to engage in bodywork was part of the waitresses’ work requirements. They had 
to work on their appearance and also manage their emotions towards customers as it impacted the 
organisational image and led to personal rewards. Paying attention to their appearance and displaying 
appropriate emotions towards customers resulted in them gaining financially. The managers and 
waitresses recognised that workplace social relations are enhanced when waitresses engage in 
bodywork by appearing presentable and approaching the customers with polite smiles. 
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CHAPTER ONE                                                           
THE ROLE OF BODYWORK IN WAITRESSING: AN 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
While dining in a restaurant, I was struck by the friendliness and neatness of the waitresses around 
me. They would come and check if all was well with me, ask whether I was enjoying the food or if 
there was anything that I needed. The waitress who was serving me approached me with a smile, and 
I noted that all the waitresses and waiters had smiles on their faces. Their uniforms were so clean, 
and their hair was neatly tied or kept short. When they served, the waitresses repeated my order and 
asked if that was what I ordered. I was pleased with the service and was amazed by how alike the 
waitresses were in terms of appearance and how their serving style was uniform. When the bill came, 
I felt that the waitress deserved a tip because of the service. She made me feel accommodated 
throughout my meal with her quick and efficient service.  
I realised the waitresses’ friendly approach and polite communication affected how I, as the customer, 
responded, which benefitted the waitress as she was awarded a tip. Many satisfied customers could 
also impact the profitability and reputation of the restaurant. Thus, in essence, how waitresses treat 
their customers might translate into personal and business success.   
The uniformity of the waitresses’ appearance and their style of interaction made me wonder what is 
expected from them within the restaurant setting. Surely each restaurant has a management style that 
is unique to them? I wondered if the managers had any influence on how the waitresses displayed 
themselves and how they used their bodies within the restaurant when approaching customers.  
Although the body has historically been ignored in Sociology, some sociologists such as Goffman 
(1959) and Hochschild (1983) have focused on how the self is presented in ordinary interactions. 
Contemporary Sociology introduced the concept of ‘embodiment’ in the development of the 
sociology of the body. I came across theoretical discussions in the works of Wolkowitz (2006), 
Gimlin (2007), and Twigg, Wolkowitz, Cohen and Nettleton (2011) on ‘bodywork’ which shaped my 
interest further. Gimlin’s (2007: 356) view that Sociology has largely neglected “the relevance of 
bodywork to individual” experiences of employment inspired my interest in exploring the role of 
bodywork within the workplace. Bodywork is defined as is a process of managing one’s appearance 
and the embodied display of emotions during paid labour (Twigg et al., 2011:171). I became 
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interested in the phenomenon of bodywork in a restaurant, which led me to question how waitresses 
use bodywork within restaurants; the impacts it has on their relationships with each other, the 
managers, and the customers; and the potential benefits that bodywork-driven interactions would have 
for the business and the waitresses themselves.   
1.2 Problem statement and research questions 
The service sector is defined as an industry that renders services rather than manufacturing goods 
(Kon, 1997:7). It entails supplying intangible goods, although the services produced are made 
tangible through the appearance, behaviour and attitude of the service provider (Mupani, 2016:54). It 
is becoming increasingly competitive, with business owners striving to run viable and profitable 
businesses (Edgell, 2012:114). To remain competitive, business owners emphasise the importance of 
the organisational image through the use of bodywork. The service sector then targets potential 
employees by focusing on what they can do using their bodies within the industry. For example, 
services such as dancing to entertain people or smiling when serving customers are examples where 
employees use their bodies at the workplace (Thompson, 2003:363). 
Bodywork is defined as practices or paid work performed on other people’s bodies and also on one’s 
own body (Twigg et al., 2011:171). Elements of bodywork entail managing emotions towards others, 
modification of bodies through work, as a result of organisational requirements such as expectations 
from managers, working on other people’s bodies as paid labour and working on one’s own body 
(Gimlin, 2007:353). This kind of bodywork covers the physical aspects of a person, such as modifying 
the body and the presentation of self that we all engage in. Bodywork performed directly on other 
people’s bodies entails that employees take care of the customers or provide some service to their 
bodies, for example in occupations such as hairdressers, manicurists and sex workers who manage 
the bodies of others as part of their job.  
Bodywork does not only demand that the service worker suitably present their body, but also that 
they provide quality services to satisfy customers (Kang, 2003:823). This might be problematic to 
employees as they engage in new role behaviour, for example, maintaining their emotions and 
appropriately presenting themselves. How successful waitrons use bodywork often translates into the 
benefits of receiving positive feedback from customers, financial rewards such as tips or appraisals 
from managers. 
One industry where employees are using bodywork is in the restaurant sector. Waitrons continuously 
interact with customers whom they have to keep satisfied (Lim, 2008:52). Happy customers may then 
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result in profit for the restaurant owner and personal rewards through tips for the waitrons (Saayman, 
2014:1). 
Research has shown that the importance of the body largely has been ignored within mainstream 
sociology. Max Weber’s analysis of the move away from traditional to bureaucratic organisations 
shows a shift away from social relationships as the rational character of bureaucracy leads to human 
bodies and feelings being pushed away (Gimlin, 2007:354). In the Human Relations School, however, 
the role of cohesive relationships among workers in promoting high morale and optimal performance 
has been emphasised:  
It reinforced the sociological focus on disembodied rationality, at least at the 
managerial level; for human relations theorists, managers should be controlled, 
logical, and able to suppress their feeling, despite the fact that employees are guided 
by sentiment and emotion (Gimlin, 2007: 354).  
Similarly, the sociology of the body has tended to neglect embodiment’s crucial role of in the areas 
of employment and work, mainly as a result of the tendency to associate “identity with consumption 
rather than production, and a view of the body as the product of consumer choice” (Wolkowitz, 2006: 
18). Gimlin (2007: 355) argued that the reliance on Foucault’s overemphasis on the body as 
sexualised also led to a disregard of the body’s central role in the workplace. Embodied social 
relations within the work environment are vital as they promote performance and congenial working 
conditions.  Apart from the links between embodiment and payment, it is also of value to consider 
the presentation of the body within the workplace, and the relations or interactions among workers 
(Gimlin, 2007:354). The concept of bodywork plays an important role in such considerations.  
Various studies such as Twigg et al. (2011), Bolton (2005) and Hochschild (1983) have looked at the 
use of bodywork, in the health and social care services sectors, where professionals such as nurses, 
physiotherapist, and paramedics engage in bodywork by taking care of others. Wolkowitz (2002) 
explored the social relations of bodywork, focusing on the body as the immediate site of labour and 
the experiences of the employee as they engage in paid bodywork. Elements of bodywork, such as 
embodied emotional labour in the workplace, have also been looked at (Hochschild, 1983; Heaphy 
and Dutton, 2008). It is now important to consider the South African context, in order to determine if 
bodywork is part of the local waitering experience.  
There are several studies exploring issues related to South African experiences of waitrons. A study 
by Blaauw and Viljoen (2009) looked at the working conditions of waiters in Kempton Park, while a 
study by Swart (2015) explored the experiences of waitressing in an upmarket restaurant in 
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Johannesburg. Lastly, Mupani (2016) did a study of emotional labour and organisational performance 
of small restaurant businesses in South Africa. While these studies add to our knowledge about 
emotional labour among waitrons, as far as could be determined little to no research has been done 
about the use of bodywork among waitresses in South Africa. Hence, the focus of this study is on 
how waitresses use bodywork at selected restaurants and what impact this has on social relations in 
the restaurant.   
Concerning the gender dynamics of waitrons, it was found that women are more likely to work as 
waitrons than men (Mupani, 2016:59). Studies have illustrated that women in many jobs such as flight 
attendants, receptionist, and waitrons in restaurants are hired based on their attractiveness and 
solicitousness (Paik, Denning and Griffeth, 2014:52). This shows that women are exploited more than 
men, and their work requirements differ. This could imply that women might be more often called 
upon to perform bodywork. This implication is confirmed by the literature on bodywork that mainly 
focuses on how female employees use bodywork. Hence the focus of this study is on female waitrons 
(waitresses). With occupations such as waitressing, the difficulties that women go through are not 
fully recognised. This study then aims to explore the concept of bodywork and gender issues in 
restaurants and how it can impact on social relations in the workplace. It also looks at how bodywork 
can be used as a commercial gain to waitresses and the business. As such, the primary research 
question of this study is: “How do waitresses engage in bodywork and what impact does it have 
on social relations in the workplace? 
The following sub-questions have been formulated to guide the research:  
 What do managers expect from waitresses concerning their job role? 
 In what ways do waitresses modify their bodies in order to engage in bodywork?   
 How do waitresses employ embodied forms of emotional labour, when enacting bodywork as 
embodied emotion work, in restaurants? 
 What benefits do waitresses obtain when engaging in bodywork? 
 How does bodywork influence the interaction between waitresses, managers and customers 
in restaurants?   
1.3 Chapter outline 
Chapter Two draws on the literature on bodywork in the service sector, with a special focus on 
restaurant restaurants. The first section gives a historical overview of the development of services in 
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South Africa, showing how a shift from the manufacturing sector has led to a growth of the service 
sector within the national economy. For example, it is useful to consider whether the different types 
of bodywork Gimlin (2007) outlined are also experienced by waitresses in South African restaurants. 
The chapter sketches the expectations that managers have of employees, such as how and why they 
are expected to work on their emotions and their appearance to promote the organisational image. 
The benefits of engaging in bodywork within the workplace are also presented. These benefits include 
increased customer satisfaction and a higher likelihood of customers returning for restaurant owners. 
The benefits for waitresses are mainly financial as well as establishing congenial relations in the 
workplace.   
Chapter Three presents the qualitative research methods used to conduct this study. This includes a 
discussion of the use of in-depth interviews to explore and understand the experiences of waitresses 
at work in Johannesburg restaurants. This type of research method was chosen as it assisted me to 
elicit more information based on what the waitresses encounter daily. The purposive sampling design 
used to select the six participants of the study is elaborated, along with the data collection process 
and thematic analysis of data. I also discuss ethical issues, reflect on my encounters as a researcher 
and highlight the limitations noted within the research process.   
Chapter Four contains the findings obtained from the field, in which themes that emerged are 
reviewed and compared to the literature. The experiences of waitresses and expectations of managers 
are outlined. The chapter focuses on how waitresses use bodywork within restaurants as part of 
requirements from the managers and how it positively impacts them individually as well as the social 
relations in the restaurant.  
Chapter Five consists of the concluding remarks and the summary of the study, including 
recommendations for future researchers. It concludes by answering the research question “How do 
waitresses engage in bodywork and what impact does it have on social relations in the workplace?” 
relying on the sub-questions outlined in chapter one to construct and shape the study. 
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CHAPTER TWO                                                     
DEBATING BODYWORK WITHIN THE SERVICE 
SECTOR 
2.1 Introduction 
In a service industry, organisations and companies are competitive, and this leads to them going the 
extra mile concerning the services they provide to attract more customers (Chu, 2002:3). The 
advantage of having more customers is that there is the potential to generate more profit. Business 
owners in the service sector strive to maintain their statuses by ensuring that their employees give the 
best service to customers. The notion of bodywork by the employees then arises as a way of retaining 
and attracting customers. For example, masseuses have to look attractive and presentable to attract 
customers. This is how they use the concept of bodywork within their jobs.  
This chapter firstly discusses the shift from the manufacturing sector to the service sector in the global 
North and South. The growth in the service sector requires business owners to become competitive 
to attract customers. Therefore, customer satisfaction is crucial. Secondly, I deliberate on the different 
features of bodywork, such as embodied emotional labour, working on one’s own body and the 
organisational image or modification of the body through work. Lastly, I explore how this impacts 
on social relations in the workplace. This chapter concludes with the main arguments and a reflection 
of the value of bodywork in restaurants.   
2.2 The service sector 
The service sector is defined as a part of industry that produces services rather than manufactured 
goods (Kon, 1997:7). The service sector typically consists of health care, recreation and business 
services such as restaurants and hotels (Luo, 2011:11). The service sector has seen significant growth 
in South Africa, which led to the creation of employment (Zwane, Du Plessis and Slabbert, 2014:2). 
According to the South Africa Hotel Restaurant Institutional Sector Report (2014), the service sector 
is the fastest-growing sector in the South African economy, and the fast-food service makes up the 
largest of the foodservice in sub-Saharan Africa. Therefore, the fast-food industry is becoming 
extremely competitive and increasingly multifaceted in South Africa (Mhlanga, 2018:1). As a result, 
restaurant managers are faced with a challenge of maintaining profitability in a shrinking market.  
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The shift to the service sector exposes workers directly to customers with whom they interact. The 
sector is customer-oriented, and consumer emotions play a significant role in product or service 
satisfaction. For example, in a restaurant setting, what becomes important is not only the quality of 
food but also the quality of the service (Zeithml and Bitner, 2006:111). A defining feature within the 
service sector is the tangible and the intangible output of the product. Tangible features are the 
physical products such as the food, drinks and accommodation offered to customers, and the 
intangible is found in the role of the frontline service provider, or waitron, when providing a service 
to the customer. Service workers then strive to provide quality services to customers in order to 
increase both customer satisfaction and retention (Bélanger and Edwards 2013:435).   
2.3 The role of gender in restaurant work 
It is noted that, across the  service sector,  many job roles are  gendered. Often, male and female 
employees are placed in different work positions due to their gender (Hall, 1993:329). This affects 
interaction styles and appearance, where, for example, waitresses use bodywork differently to waiters 
(Hall, 1993:330).   
Certain occupations are gender-based, which refers to the notion where individuals carry particular 
gendered presentations that are considered more appropriate (Tibbals, 2007:732). This could lead to 
the sexual objectification of women, which occurs when they are treated as fragmented and 
dehumanised objects to be valued for their use by men (Fredrickson and Roberts, 1997:175). 
Therefore, sexual objectification and other traditional restrictive gender socialisation processes 
expose women. 
Engaging in expected gender roles and behaviour can be beneficial to the business and an individual 
employee (Tibbals, 2007:734). For example, sexually objectifying environments such as strip clubs 
expose women’s bodies to increase profit. They often need to adhere to strict standards for physical 
appearance and have to wear uniforms that show their body in a particular manner (Szymanski and 
Mikorski, 2017:315). In a restaurant setting, waitresses are also expected to use bodywork in their 
favour to earn tips, as well as building a good reputation for the restaurant.  
2.4 Gendered bodywork in the service sector 
According to Gimlin (2007:353), sociologists have been ignoring the concept of the body.  The body 
is defined as a physical object divided into parts and also as a lived body which can be influenced by 
both cultural and social factors (Wolkowitz, 2002:500). The Sociology of the Body entails the 
presentation and the management of our bodies within society as the human being is an embodied 
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social agent (Nettleton, 2001:52). The term ’bodywork’ was developed to broaden the Sociology of 
the Body. 
Bodywork is defined as practices or paid work performed on other people’s bodies and also on one’s 
own body (Gimlin, 2007:365). Bodywork performed directly onto other people’s bodies requires that 
employees take care of the customers or provide some service to their bodies (Coffey, 2014:617). 
Bodywork is also the effort put in to create a specific physicality, by an employee, which is a way an 
embodied subjectivity can have motility and physically act and present itself in the social world 
(Govan, 2002:404).  
Bodywork is crucial as it requires an individual to understand and maintain a particular lifestyle to be 
healthy and to protect themselves from social risks such as emotional instability and lack of 
confidence (Coffey, 2014:614). The concept of bodywork is also important as it brings bodily 
satisfaction and happiness to the individual. For example, individuals who work towards a positive 
body image may be rewarded (Featherstone, 2010:203). In the service sector, bodywork is also 
essential as it benefits the business financially, with the employees having to engage in bodywork to 
bring revenue to the business.  
An individual might experience positive outcomes and continue maintaining the lifestyle. Others can 
be pressured into engaging in bodywork and might experience adverse outcomes that would have an 
impact on their personal and social life (Govan, 2002:403). Waitresses might be exposed to the notion 
of bodywork, although the types of bodywork that they might engage in can also impact on their lives.   
The outcomes or results of bodywork might differ based on the kind of bodywork that an individual 
engages in. There are four types of bodywork, namely, bodywork performed directly unto other 
people’s bodies; bodywork performed on oneself; modification of bodies through work; and 
emotional labour (Gimlin, 2007:353). Particularly, this study focuses on bodywork performed on 
one’s own body, in this case, the body of the waitress. This kind of bodywork covers the physical 
aspects of a person, how they manage their emotions towards others and also how the organisational 
requirements impact on their body structure, as certain occupations require specific body sizes.  
2.4.1 Bodywork performed directly onto other people’s bodies  
Bodywork performed directly unto other people’s bodies requires that employees take care of the 
customers or provide some kind of service to their bodies. Occupations such as hairdressers, 
manicurist and sex workers engage in bodywork that is performed onto other people’s bodies (Coffey, 
2014:614). Waitresses do not engage in this kind of bodywork as they do not work directly with 
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people’s bodies. Although they work with people, the interaction is about providing food and drinks 
to customers, ultimately leading to satisfying customer experience. For example, nurses or doctors 
engage in this kind of bodywork by doing surgeries and operations to their clients, where they change 
bodies for the better. Although, with waitresses, their job requires that they serve customers and not 
interact with them physically.  
Bodywork performed onto other people’s bodies is characterised by frequent contacts such as sensual 
pleasure and intimacy; the process provides customers with physical enjoyment (Gimlin, 2007:358). 
Therefore, this type of bodywork does not link to experiences of waitresses as they do not work on 
people’s bodies but their own. Another kind of bodywork is the modification of bodies through work, 
in which the waitresses have to abide by the manager’s expectations.  
2.4.2 Expectations of managers regarding waitresses concerning bodywork 
within their job role 
Since the 1980s, organisations have sought market differentiation via image, initially through design 
interiors, but increasingly through “making-up” the embodied dispositions of employees. They are 
then regarded as integral components of the service produced. Aesthetic labour is defined as the 
mobilisation, development and commodification of embodied dispositions (Hancock and Tyler, 
2000:50). Employees mobilise and develop these embodied dispositions through processes of 
recruitment, selection and training, transforming them into skills, which are geared toward producing 
a style of the customer (Warhurst, Nickson, Witz and Cullen, 2000:7). 
Research illustrates that during decision-making based on employment, the more attractive and good 
looking a person is, the more chances of them getting employed and the more highly they will be paid 
(Mahajan, 2007:168). For example, in a restaurant setting, some customers are more likely to tip 
based on a satisfying experience. An employee’s appearance, therefore, becomes an important asset 
to improve profit (Pfeifer, 2011:506).  
To appeal to customers, enforce social norms, and ensure that employees conform to the culture of 
the organisation; employers often regulate employee appearance through dressing and grooming 
policies (Timming, 2015:135). For example, waitresses might be expected to have simpler hairstyles 
with the hair away from the face, simple jewellery and moderate cosmetics. Makeup should also be 




Many waitresses work in environments that encourage sexual objectification of their bodies. For 
example, a national study shows that 20% of female servers had been told by restaurant managers to 
change their appearance to “be sexier,” 7% of women had been instructed to expose more of their 
body or body parts, and 16% of female servers were told to flirt with customers (Restaurant 
Opportunities Centers United, 2014). 
The body in the organisation is essential in a way that expressive forms are used to signify the identity 
of an organisation. The importance of the aesthetics of the organisation is then divided into three 
parts. Firstly, they are symbols and artefacts which are anticipated to influence the senses of people 
as either customers or clients. Business owners then use these aesthetics to influence people or 
customers within the organisations (Witz, Warhurst and Nickson, 2003:42). Secondly, aesthetics is 
expected to add value to the organisation specifying as a commercial tool to make a profit. For 
example, managers in a strip club have to make it a point that the performers are trained and that their 
bodies are suitable so that they can get more customers in the club. Lastly, in highly competitive 
markets with little to differentiate most goods and services, aesthetics contribute to organisational 
distinctiveness. For example, the appearance of the employees and the style of the business may set 
it apart from other businesses which render similar services (Witz et al., 2003:43).  
In certain occupations, bodywork is essential in a way that the body is constructed according to the 
occupational requirements. The occupational requirement is conceptualised as the “organisational 
body” which must be presented, performed and maintained to become and remain an employee of a 
particular business or particular occupation (Wolkowitz, 2006:73). For example, Zampoukos 
(2013:123) states that “waiters and waitresses are dressed in black with white aprons, a uniform which 
was further emphasised by controlled and professional service style”. This illustrates how businesses 
can influence their employees to improve the organisational image to appear more professional.  
Bodywork also becomes crucial in businesses such as restaurants as a way that employers can attract 
customers. Employees are then likely, or in some case even forced, to engage in organisational image 
management. Organisational image management refers to actions taken to create, maintain and regain 
the desired image in the eyes of organisational stakeholders (Massey, 2015:7). Front-line service 
workers then have to work on refiguring their bodies, which becomes the “organisational image or 
body”, then draws customers in. According to Kusluvan, Kusluvan, Ilhan and Buyruk (2010:173) 
appearance, attitude and behaviour of the employee shape the image of an organisation and it also 
helps in the production of revenue, therefore, employees must work on their appearance especially 
those who work in the front-line.   
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Even though appearance plays a vital role in the workplace, it can also have negative impacts and 
challenges for employees. For example, the emphasis on appearance can harm an individual by 
encouraging certain appearance-related stereotypes and biases based on people’s beliefs that a certain 
kind of look is accepted in the workplace. Employees might be harmed by the notion of appearance 
in a way that may result in eating disorders to conform to the notions of acceptable body images 
(Mahajan, 2007:170). Some businesses spend money on uniforms, which leads employers to 
moderate their employee’s body weight. For example, magazine models are required to maintain their 
body sizes to keep their jobs (Nickson et al., 2005:202).  
Attractiveness requirements, in particular, have negative consequences for women's economic and 
social well-being, as well as their self-esteem. For example, women end up working more on their 
looks than building careers and focusing on personal accomplishments (Lovejoy, 2001:255). Some 
women tend to put their appearance first because society promotes the idea that attractive women can 
get a job even if they do not have qualifications (Mahajan, 2007:171). For example, waitresses would 
notice that some customers tip based on their looks and they may focus more on how they look than 
the service offered, which might affect their work and they could lose their jobs.  
Emotional labour is often a necessary part of service work. The management of emotions can have 
harmful effects on the employee. Employees have to hide their own or inner feelings to display an 
expected emotion, and this may cause the employee to feel inauthentic and estranged from their 
feelings (Sloan, 2012:1). 
The effects of emotional labour on employees depend on the extent and also the type of emotional 
labour they perform. Surface acting is a process of portraying what is expected by customers and 
hiding what is felt by an individual (Grandey, 2003:95). In other words, employees display emotions 
not genuinely felt, and this may have adverse effects on the employees as they fake emotions and 
suppress others. This can be distressing to workers and can be associated with work-related burnout, 
emotional exhaustion, alienation and lowered job satisfaction (Grandey, 2003:88; Hsieh, Jin and Guy, 
2012:42).  As employees have organisational requirements that they have to conform to, such as 
applying make-up and choosing certain hairstyles, they may end up having to work on their 
appearance and modify their bodies, which is another form of bodywork.  
2.4.3 Working on one’s own body 
Bodywork on one’s own body involves a range of activities such as body piercing, applying makeup, 
hairstyling as well as relatively active pursuits to train the body in particular physical movements, 
such as muscle building or dancing (Govan, 2002:405). The notion of working on one’s body may 
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lead to an individual having a body image that they would like to attain. Body image is a person’s 
perception, attitude and feeling about his or her body and how others view it. The impression of body 
image can be either positive or negative. Positive body image is manifested by realistic perception 
and acceptance towards a person’s size and shape. A person with a negative body image may not 
have a realistic interpretation of their body size and shape (Kamaria, Vikram and Ayiesah, 2016:37).  
In Western culture, dieting, breast enhancement, and facelifts are some examples where women 
change their appearance to fit ideals of feminine beauty (Lorber and Martin, 2011:254). As employees 
have organisational requirements that they have to achieve or abide by, women may end up having 
an identity that is influenced by work. For example, flight attendants who retain a specific bodyweight 
due to the requirements engage in bodywork. They work on their self, trying to achieve the 
requirements, then they lose their real sense of self (Gimlin, 2007:357).  
In contrast to white women, in some contexts, black women tend to display lower levels of eating-
disordered behaviour and attitudes related to a drive for thinness, such as extreme dieting and fear of 
fat (Lovejoy, 2001:240). These ethnic differences in body image and eating problems are relatively 
consistent across samples representing diverse populations concerning the socioeconomic 
background, suggesting that cultural factors may play an essential role in these phenomena. In South 
Africa, although eating disorders are traditionally associated with white women, it has been found 
that young black girls might be influenced by western culture and develop eating disorders (Mwaba 
and Roman, 2009:905). Black women’s eating problems have also been conceptualised as a means 
of coping with the emotional pain of a variety of oppressions, including sexism, racism, poverty, 
heterosexism, and sexual abuse. In this state, eating becomes a way of comfort and security to them 
(Mwaba and Roman, 2009:906).  
Attitudinal body-image consists of attitudes toward, and degree of satisfaction with, the body and its 
parts, while perceptual body image refers to the accuracy or misrepresentation of self-perception of 
body size and components of the body. A study examining ethnic differences in attitudinal body 
image have found that white women are more negative in their attitudes toward their weight and 
overall appearance than are Black women (Lovejoy, 2001:242). 
The notions of women working on their bodies, such as those who exercise regularly or applying 
makeup as part of their everyday routine engage in bodywork. This may have positive or negative 
effects on their emotional well-being.  
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2.4.4 Expected emotions in the workplace 
Bodywork also involves the management of emotions, where a service employee is expected to 
manage appropriate emotions in the workplace (McDowell, 1997:32). Hochschild (1983) coined the 
term “emotional labour”, which she defined as “a process whereby employees control and manage 
their emotions in service encounters, which must seem publicly appropriate so they can acquire 
financial gains” (Hochschild, 1983:7).   
Employees in the service sector may be expected to engage in emotional labour, by expressing 
positive emotions such as smiling and being friendly, while hiding negative emotions such as anger 
and frustration. In some cases, service employees engage in deep acting, and in other cases, they 
engage in surface acting. Deep acting refers to the notion when service employees internalise feelings 
genuinely felt, which are also in the line of the expected emotions in the workplace (Hochschild, 
1983:8). For example, a service employee who genuinely feels happy may express positive emotions 
effortlessly. Surface acting is an act of publicly displaying familiar feelings and emotions to the 
audience or customers by pretending and portraying what is not genuinely felt (Hochschild, 1983:8). 
For example, waitresses engage in surface acting if they display friendliness when not necessarily 
felt, but it is part of “their job to be friendly”. Employees should always keep the notion of being 
friendly and should not jeopardize service recovery by retaliating customer anger (Jerger and Wirtz, 
2017:362).   
In essence, emotional labour is a vital job requirement within the hospitality sector, whereby the 
employees are expected to present  positive and friendly emotions during their interaction with 
customers (Chu, Baker and Murrmann, 2012:83). Managers depend on the employees to deliver 
quality services to customers. This shows that embodied emotional work  required of an  employee 
present  their own emotions and feelings in such a way as to influence a customer’s positive 
impressions and satisfaction for a wage and a possible tip (Goodwin, Groth and Frenkel, 2011:540).  
Jobs that involve interaction with customers require workers that can display emotions that are 
consistent with social, organisational and occupational norms. There are strategies that employees 
take to regulate standards and expectations, which are surface and deep acting (Fouquereau, Morin, 
Lapointe, Mokounkolo and Gillet, 2018:2). There are certain occupations whereby emotional labour 
is central within the job. For example, one aspect of a nurse’s job is to make patients feel comfortable 
and safe.  
According to Mupani (2016:56), employees in restaurants perform emotional labour mainly through 
surface acting, but also to a lesser extent deep acting. Due to work required emotions, waitrons are 
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expected to express emotions that are not genuinely felt, such as smiling and gestures, which is a form 
of surface acting. In deep acting, the waitrons align their feelings at work with the actual emotions 
they are feeling. Mupani (2016) suggests that restaurant workers could learn to employ deep acting, 
and that when they do this, it will enhance their job satisfaction. Mupani is concerned that surface 
acting makes people feel less satisfied, but through better resourcing of waitrons, we can train people 
to deeply change their emotions, and feel really good about their work. The waitrons complement 
their real emotions with the expected emotions while on duty (Iplik, Topsakal and Iplik, 2014:175).  
It is found that embodied emotion work is dispersed along the lines of gender. Emotional labour is 
viewed as something that should be done by women as they are naturally suited to do it, and embodied 
emotional work is part of emotional labour (Muller, 2018:842). With this assumption, women are 
then exposed or rather take up more tasks that involve emotional labour than men do. Female service 
employees, therefore, may be exploited in a gender-specific way (Muller, 2018:846). Although there 
are definite disadvantages to engaging in bodywork and emotional labour, there are several benefits 
too.  
2.5 Benefits for waitresses who engage in bodywork 
Even though bodywork can have challenges for waitresses, it can also elicit benefits. These include 
aspects such as financial gains through tips, and a stable state of emotions. 
2.5.1 Financial gains through tips  
In the service industry, service providers are expected to follow or abide by the organisational display 
rules in which they are expected to act friendly and also to disguise anger and disgust that they feel 
towards customers (Chu, 2002:18). For example, waitresses not only smile at customers but how they 
are dressed may have an impact on how the customers view the restaurants and the services they 
receive. The dress code must not be too revealing, it should be clean and neat, as this may influence 
how the customers perceive the restaurant and services. Bolton (2005:90) states that emotion 
management is essential, as the expressed emotions from the employees can leave a lasting 
impression on customers. Hence, the presentational emotion management encourages an employee 
to follow social rules of emotions by appearing polite and friendly to customers.   
Emotional labour has positive effects, which impacts on the employee. One of the benefits of 
engaging in emotional labour is that it has commercial value, where employees earn tips by being 
friendly to customers. Having a neat and professional appearance is beneficial to waitresses as they 
can get tips from customers. A study demonstrated that waitresses’ physical appearance was 
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associated with variations in customer's tipping behaviour (Gueguen and Jacob, 2014:275). For 
example, research shows that blonde Caucasian females are likely to earn better tips than women who 
do not have blonde hair (Jiang and Galm, 2014:1). This shows how appearance plays a vital role in 
restaurants and also for employees as they both benefit. 
According to Curtis, Upchurch and Severt (2009:255), over three million people earn an income from 
tips. In South Africa, however, an employer must pay an employee at least the minimum wage 
excluding gratuity or tips (Sectoral Determination 14, 2007). Tips are then beneficial for individual 
profit where waitresses engage in bodywork to supplement their wages. Waitresses are aware that 
their appearance has an impact on attracting customers, which leads to commercial gain; they are then 
motivated to work on their bodies to appear more attractive.  
2.5.2 Emotional stability  
This benefit also has the potential to increase personal satisfaction and self-esteem (Chu, 2002:24). 
For example, a South African study reported that “the training of employees should focus on 
improving their skills to modulate their inner feelings as workplace emotions have an impact on 
organisational performance” (Mupani, 2016:57). This finding means that the training in the 
management of emotional labour gives employees pride in their work and job satisfaction which is 
vital.  
Deep acting refers to a process of displaying expected emotions by inducing desired emotions (Lee 
and Ok, 2014:179). Research summaries reveal that deep acting generally has positive outcomes, it 
does not harm an employee’s well-being, and deep acting is positively related to job satisfaction, 
organisational commitment, job performance, and customer satisfaction (Grandey, 2000:96). 
Emotional labour may also have positive outcomes when organisations grant more autonomy to 
employees and adopt positive display rules that call for the expression of positive emotions 
(Humphrey, Ashforth and Diefendorff, 2015:749). It would be interesting to explore to what extent 
this holds true in the case of waitresses. 
Emotional labour can be positive in a way that it enhances an employee’s self-esteem, increases self-
efficacy and good psychological well-being. These three aspects influence an individual in different 
ways. Firstly, psychological well-being is a recognised positive function of emotional labour because 
interaction with customers serves as comic relief. For example, it was found that emergency workers 




Secondly, self-esteem is a personal assessment reflecting what individuals think of themselves and it 
reflects in the degree to which the individual “sees himself or herself as a competent, need-satisfying 
individual” (Pierce and Gardner, 2004:598). As people experience higher levels of self-expression 
and personal control, there is an increased likelihood that the individual will attribute positive events 
to themselves, thereby affecting their level of organisation-based self-efficacy.  
Lastly, self-efficacy is defined as the beliefs in one’s abilities to organise and execute the course of 
action required to produce given achievements which can both reduce stress and increase motivation 
when facing demanding and threatening customers. Emotional labour enables an employee to evoke 
positive interpersonal encounters with clients by developing emotional intelligence (Heuven, Bakker, 
Schaufeli and Huisman, 2006:4). Even though individuals experience positive emotions and benefit 
from bodywork, there are typical challenges that they come across.  
2.6 Benefits for restaurants through the bodywork of waitresses 
Keeping up with rising customer expectations requires businesses to focus on their service, which 
will then assist them in competing effectively (Cant and Erdis, 2012:931). The success of service 
organisations is maintained through the relationship between the organisation and the customer. For 
example, in restaurants, an enhanced relationship between the restaurant and the customer leads to 
higher customer retention, customer loyalty and profitability (Erdis, 2010:933). Employees always 
have pressure to satisfy the customers with the services they offer.  
Customer satisfaction is the overall evaluation of the services encountered within the restaurant, 
which have a positive effect on customer loyalty, and it also promotes customer retention (Gustafsson, 
Johnson and Roos, 2005:210). Another aspect that influences customer retention is an affective 
commitment, which can lead to trust and commitment (Fullerton, 2003:335). 
As the delivery of service is highly competitive, managers are dependent on employees to try to 
maintain consistency in their provision of quality service and the image of the organisation (Nickson 
et al., 2005:198). So, appearance plays a role in maintaining consistency because the workers serve 
as the face of the business, which is what attracts the customers. For example, customers have more 
contact with waitresses in restaurants than the managers or owners, so the responsibility lies with the 
workers who are waitrons. Therefore, a desired image of the company is shown to the public, which 
draws customers in and leads to businesses making a profit (Chu, 2002:19). The restaurant does not 
only acquire benefits through emotional labour and appearance but also through the interactions that 
the waitresses, managers and customers have.  
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2.7 The influence of bodywork on the interaction between waitresses, 
managers and customers in restaurants 
Social interactions and relationships are essential in the workplace, and they have impacts on both 
the employees within the organisation and the organisation as a whole (Tschan, Semmer and Inversin, 
2004:145). Social relations are, therefore, a process of interactions and interpersonal relationships 
between individuals and also the connection of groups to achieve more cohesive societies (Sixsmith 
and Boneham, 2007:80).  
A study in South Africa illustrated that to increase revenue and loyalty, restaurateurs must focus on 
building social relations with customers (Hyun, 2010:253). Therefore, relationship quality is 
introduced. Relationship quality is an important determinant of customer’s perceived trust in the 
salesperson (Ngcwangu, Vibetti and Roberson, 2018:5) high levels of relationship quality, therefore, 
leads to improved performance of the business and satisfied customers. 
Research demonstrates that how employees interact with each other and with their managers is part 
of their overall perceptions of their work situation, which is then crucial for job satisfaction (Tschan 
et al., 2004:146). Job satisfaction then leads to work motivation and organisational commitment. 
Social relationships within the workplace impact on the employee’s well-being and the overall 
performance of the organisation. In the organisation, emotional labour ensures task effectiveness and 
service quality, and it also increases sales and repeated business. Hence waitresses interact with 
customers with a smile and polite gestures. The approach that waitresses use by smiling is part of 
bodywork which influences positive relationships between them and the customers (Panwar and 
Gupta, 2012:40).  
In the workplace, social interactions between customers, managers and employees are experienced 
through task-related interactions, which focus on completing a task (Tschan et al., 2004:148). For 
example, in restaurants, a customer is approached by a waitron that provides services to them. The 
manager of the restaurant makes it a point that the waitrons provide quality services to the customer, 
which leads to the restaurant making a profit and the waitron getting more tips. In Zimbabwe, the 
culture of tipping has an impact on employee work relationships which can be both positive and 
negative (Mkono, 2011:420). It is positive in a way that it attracts competent employees and increases 
profit through price discrimination. It becomes negative as it can create a lack of trust amongst 
managers and other waitrons, and then forms a general lack of esprit de corps, which leads to waitrons 
leaving their jobs (Kazembe and Mapingure, 2014:2). 
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2.8 Conclusion  
In conclusion, this chapter highlighted issues of bodywork, illustrating how they impact on waitresses 
and the restaurants. It illustrated how females are more prone to engage in bodywork due to how 
society views them and also the expectations of managers.  Aspects such as working on oneself and 
modifying the body due to occupational requirements also show how waitresses engage in bodywork. 
Emotions then play a role when it comes to the interaction between the waitresses and the customers, 
which influences customer retention and leads to commercial gain for both the waitresses and the 
restaurant. The following chapter focuses on a discussion of the methods used to collect data about 




CHAPTER THREE                                               
EXPLORING THE BODYWORK ENACTED BY 
WAITRONS IN JOHANNESBURG: RESEARCH 
DESIGN  
3.1 Introduction  
The previous chapter discussed the significant debates on bodywork. While this discussion was 
necessary to aid our understanding of the use of bodywork, it also guides the research methodology. 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the research design of the study concerning bodywork and 
waitressing.  
Section one focuses on the methodological approach used together with the aims which are to 
understand the use of bodywork in a restaurant area and how it impacts on social relations within the 
workplace, looking at what managers expect from waitresses and how they modify and manage their 
emotions. Section two discusses the study participants and the procedure of data collection, which 
included semi-structured interviews and the observations I made as a customer. After that, section 
three discusses how thematic analysis was used to analyse data and lastly ethical considerations and 
limitations of the study are considered together with reflections on the study.  
3.2 Qualitative approach   
Qualitative research yields valuable information and expands our knowledge, enabling us to 
understand our social experiences (Neuman, 2011:2). It is suitable when seeking to understand 
people’s experiences as they are viewed as authentic and valid in the world.  
Qualitative research is used when the researcher seeks to understand the lived experiences of 
individuals, groups and communities that they study. Mainly, qualitative researchers are more 
interested in what people come across in their relationships and the world (Bless, Higson-Smith and 
Sithole, 2013:335). I was interested in exploring how waitresses use bodywork in restaurants. A 
qualitative approach, therefore, was more appropriate to use as it yielded knowledge and exposed me 
to different experiences of the waitresses. The qualitative approach allowed for a deeper 
understanding of the experiences of waitrons in Johannesburg. In my study, I focused on waitresses 
with two years or more of experience as I aimed to acquire information on their lived experiences.  
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An in-depth interview is more efficient in collecting the primary data to understand an interviewee’s 
perspective on a subject. Using an in-depth interview enables the researcher to uncover essential and 
detailed information that assists in the study (Brouneus, 2011:130). The in-depth interview allowed 
me to explore and develop relations with the participants and to have a conversation with them. 
During the interviewing process, I was also able to study the behaviour of the participants, how for 
each question they would think about the answer thoroughly and sincerely express their views on it.   
3.3 Selection of participants  
Purposive sampling was used to select the participants of the study. Six waitresses who have been 
working in a restaurant setting for two years or more were interviewed. The waitresses shared similar 
demographics, being black female Africans. However, the selection criteria were not based on race 
but on females who had two years or more of experience working in restaurants. According to Bryman 
(2004:305), a researcher reaches saturation when no new information regarding the researched 
category is forthcoming or when the category has all the elements needed. After six interviews, 
saturation was reached as no new themes emerged.  
The three managers of the three selected restaurants were also interviewed to gain more insights into 
the different norms of each restaurant. Visiting the restaurants as a customer was an advantage 
because I was able to observe and also identify waitresses who would best suit the study. I observed 
the waitresses’ characters, such as how they served and interacted with customers and also how they 
moved within the restaurant, attending to customers at their tables.  
3.3.1 Description of the restaurants  
Restaurants were selected based on the high number of waitresses employed within each restaurant. 
During the selection, I also did not focus on fast-food restaurants, such as KFC, Spur, or Wimpy, as 
these restaurants are uniformly based on the kind of services they offer. Based on my observations, 
the waitresses in fast food restaurants do not have much contact with the customers. I, therefore, chose 
two casual dining restaurants, which were informal, and a pub and grill restaurant which served food 
and specialised in alcoholic drinks. Waitresses at these upmarket restaurants seemed to be more likely 
to engage in bodywork than waitresses in fast food restaurants.  
The selection of restaurants was also not based mainly on a specific type of restaurant, but rather the 
principles and administration within, such as how the restaurant operates.  I selected two casual dining 
restaurants which were located in Melville (Johannesburg) and one pub and grill restaurant located 
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in Fourways (Johannesburg), as there was evidence that waitresses use bodywork for personal and 
business success.   
To gain access, I had to request a meeting with the managers of the restaurants. I first described the 
nature of the study and also explained its aims. I then requested that they participate in the study so 
that I could gain more information. The managers arranged a meeting with the waitresses. They 
allowed me to present my study and kindly asked the waitresses to participate in my study. The 
waitresses volunteered to take part in the study. 
3.3.2 Description of the participants  
The waitresses were selected based on their experience of working in a restaurant. For my study, I 
required waitresses who had two years or more of experience. After two years or more, I believe 
waitresses have enough experience to deal with and interact with customers.  
I interviewed six waitresses and three managers. All the waitresses that I interviewed were black 
Africans in their early twenties to early thirties. Shevonne and Lerato were full-time waitresses in a 
casual dining restaurant, who had been waitressing for nine and three years respectively. Ayanda and 
Sinazo were full-time waitresses in a pub and grill restaurant, who had been waitressing for five and 
three years respectively. Mpho and Candys were both part-time waitresses in a casual dining 
restaurant and had been waitressing for two years. 
Two of the managers that I interviewed were female. Vivian was a black African manager in a casual 
dining restaurant, who had been in the sector for ten years. Tracy was a white manager in a pub and 
grill restaurant who had been in the sector for seven years. The only male participant, John, was a 
white manager in a casual dining restaurant, who had been in this sector for five years. 
My focus was not on the experience of the managers but the waitresses as they are the ones who 
mostly interact with customers and engage in bodywork more as a requirement from managers. The 
aim was to gain the managers’ perception of how they operate and instil bodywork within their 
restaurants and what principles they are promoting.  
3.4 Data collection 
The data was collected over four months. I first visited the restaurants as a customer to observe and 
select suitable ones for the study. During the visits, I observed the culture, that is, how the waitresses 
interacted and served the customers. This included the music they played, the kind of food that was 
served and the setting of the restaurant.  
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In-depth interviews allow open-ended questions, which lead to researchers discovering knowledge 
rather than constructing it (Jackson, Drummon and Camara, 2007:23). I was able to rely on the 
participants to offer in-depth responses to questions about how they have understood their experiences 
within the restaurants working as waitresses. It allowed for a comprehensive investigation of the topic 
as I was also able to probe and to use open-ended questions where waitresses freely shared their 
experiences. The knowledge that they had was based on incidents they had lived through and 
experienced daily and not what was learned or observed from others. To get the appropriate 
participants for the study, I had to select suitable people which would enable me to answer the 
research question. 
During the interviews, I used a smartphone to record all conversations with the participants. I asked 
for permission to record the conversations with the participants, and they agreed. A tablet was also 
used as back up just in case my cell phone had stopped working. For the information to be accurate, 
field notes were taken as a plan B should something be not audible on the recorder. The participants’ 
comfort is vital when conducting a qualitative study, so I let the waitresses and the managers decide 
where they preferred us to do the interviews. They chose that we conduct them in the restaurants 
where they worked during their lunchtime. 
Although the participants were encouraged to use a language they were comfortable with, they 
indicated a preference for conducting the interviews in English. The interviews with managers and 
waitresses took approximately 30-40 minutes and were recorded on a voice recording device and 
were transcribed.  Waitresses were asked questions like “how do you separate and manage your 
feelings towards customers?” and “How would you describe the required appearance for waitresses?”. 
To get insight from managers, questions such as “Would you say emotion management is crucial?” 
and “Describe the expected appearance of waitresses”, among other questions, were asked.  
3.5 Data analysis  
Data analysis was conducted through thematic analysis. This entailed identifying and organising 
codes that emerged from the participant’s responses, which then became categories for the analysis. 
Thematic analysis consists of describing, analysing and reporting themes that emerged within the data 
collected (Vaismoradi et al., 2013:400). I used thematic analysis in my study as it involves telling a 
story that would assist me in answering the research question. Therefore, it was appropriate and 
assisted in interpreting data meaningfully.  
I read and reviewed the data collected (field notes and records) from each participant. I then read 
through the transcripts to familiarise myself with the data by repeatedly reading the transcriptions. I 
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was able to create a mental picture of the entire data that had emerged (Bless et al., 2013:342). I 
highlighted sentences and phrases that were related to various themes and ultimately, to the research 
question. The term theme refers to something of interest or importance concerning the research 
question (Robson, 2011:474). All highlighted data that seemed to be interesting but not related to the 
research question were stored in a separate file for evaluation at a later stage. 
Patterns emerged as I grouped sets of related data, and all patterns that related to a particular theme 
were grouped together. I used direct quotations from the transcripts to indicate these patterns. The 
transcripts were thoroughly looked at to identify similarities based on the experiences of the 
waitresses. Different experiences were also noted based on how the waitresses responded, for 
example, how they deal with drunken customers if bothered by them. The grouping or coding of the 
themes that emerged in separating and categorising allowed important aspects to be identified.  
3.6 Ethical considerations  
It was essential to remain aware of the effects that the process of data collection could have on the 
participants of the study. Although researchers have the power within the study, it is wise that they 
prevent anything that might harm or even cause stress to the participants. Therefore, ethics play a role 
by making sure that every person who becomes part of the study is protected.  
Through focusing on ethical considerations, researchers come to understand their role in the study or 
research, and it also helps in avoiding harm to the participants (Bless et al., 2013:28). Within the 
study, I made sure that I explained the research thoroughly to the participants by providing them with 
an information sheet that explained the nature and purpose of the study in detail. Participants were 
required to read the letter and ask any questions for clarity. The information sheet contained my 
details such as phone number, email address and student number, in case the participants wished to 
do a follow-up. They were also informed that if anything about the study was unclear, they were 
welcome to contact my supervisors and ask any questions they have.  
Participants were also informed that they had the right to withdraw from the study if there was 
something they did not like or they felt uncomfortable about. They were told that they might stop the 
interview, and no questions would be asked. The participants were also requested to sign a consent 
form if they were willing to participate in the research. I kept the information collected during the 
study confidential and pseudonyms were used to protect the identity of the participants. This is to 
protect them from exposure or any possible harm from those who will read the study. I interviewed 
the waitresses and managers separately to ensure that the information shared during the interviews 
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remains confidential, and I ensured that the managers did not have insight into which waitresses 
formed part of the sample.  
3.7 Reflection  
Reflexivity is not a single or universal entity but a process, an active on-going process that saturates 
every stage of the research. Self-reflectivity is defined as a fitting instrument for researchers to unpack 
how our perspectives affect our framing of a narrative (Van Stapele, 2014:17). As a researcher, I 
could not relate well with the experiences of the waitresses because I have never worked in a 
restaurant before. This impacted the research as the knowledge I had about restaurants was limited 
because what I knew about was all as a customer, and I did not know what they went through daily.  
The participants saw me as someone who is educated and, therefore, superior as I have qualifications 
that they did not have. This perception they had of me could have ruined the study because they could 
have been afraid to speak openly. I had to make an effort to put myself in their shoes so that I did not 
unduly influence them in any way. I was also able to encourage those who wanted to further their 
studies, as some of them mentioned that they were working there to save up for school. The 
knowledge I had about university life and choosing a career assisted them and enabled them to be at 
ease and relate to me better when conducting our interviews. Regardless of my qualifications, my 
positionality as a black African female researcher interviewing black African participants assisted me 
in earning their trust. They interacted with me openly and seemed to be comfortable around me.  
Conducting a study in restaurants was challenging, especially with gaining access. The biggest 
concern of the managers was that the name of the restaurant would be mentioned in the study, and 
that would possibly harm their reputation. One restaurant, which was perfect for the study, did not 
allow me to conduct interviews there as it is an international brand, and the managers were scared 
that the study would affect the restaurant's reputation negatively. A different restaurant that had 
similar characteristics was found in Fourways, and I opted for that one instead.   
Even though the waitresses wanted the interviews to take place in the restaurants where they worked, 
I felt that the waitresses were holding back on some information for fear that what they said could get 
them fired. I handled this by explaining that the information they give will not be disclosed to anyone. 
One of the managers even requested that they wanted to listen to the recordings of the interviews 
afterwards, which made the waitresses uncomfortable. I then had to explain that confidentiality is 




This chapter described the research approach used and why it was the most suitable for this study. In-
depth interviews were conducted with six waitresses and three managers. The study allowed open-
ended questions to broaden the scope and gain more insights into the experiences of the participants. 
In the chapter, I explained the data analysis process and the ethical issues that cropped up during the 
study process. The following chapter comprises the findings gathered from the interviews and how 




CHAPTER FOUR                                         
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS: BODYWORK IN 
RESTAURANTS 
 
4.1 Introduction  
This chapter focuses on the findings obtained from the interviews conducted with waitresses who 
were grouped according to the restaurants they worked for, and their managers. The stories or issues 
that arise are in particular to answering the research question “How do waitresses engage in bodywork 
and what impact does it have on social relations in the workplace?”. Concerning the interviews, 
themes emerged as the waitresses expressed and shared their experiences within the restaurant sector. 
These themes included the managers’ expectations of waitresses, the role of emotional labour within 
restaurants, how managers and waitresses build social relations with customers and the benefits of 
engaging in bodywork. 
4.2 Expectations of managers from waitresses  
The service environment and the service encounter influence pleasure and satisfaction to customers. 
To be successful, restaurants managers need to create a pleasant service environment and provide 
excellent service to their customers (Lin and Mattila, 2010:820). How the waitresses approach the 
customers is important, as it is the first thing customers observe before they assess the environment. 
Therefore, managers expect the waitresses to approach the customers in a welcoming manner. 
Customers must be pleased with you (worker) before they even get to place an order. Two managers 
stressed this by stating:   
Vivian (Manager in a casual dining restaurant) stated: 
 I always tell my staff that a smile is part of their uniform; they always have to wear it, 
I mean always. Imagine you coming in as a customer, and I just say “hi, table for one?” 
without even smiling, you not going to feel welcome at all. But the minute I come with 
a huge smile on my face, I am already giving you that warm welcome, which is very 
important, before I even get the menu for you, you feel welcome. 
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The manager above states how the concept of managing emotions is vital. Approaching customers 
with a smile makes a difference than just approaching a customer and showing them to their table.  
Similarly, John (Manager in a casual dining restaurant) stated: 
I just need my workers to be friendly, this thing again goes with personality, and you 
cannot get a person who is reserved to attract customers. The person must be bubbly 
but friendly because approaching a customer might not be that easy for a shy person. 
So just be comfortable and friendly, and all shall fall in place.  
The managers state how they expect their waitresses to be cheerful and welcoming all the time. They 
cannot employ a person who is not willing to adhere to all aspects of the job role, which includes 
emotional labour. 
In the service sector, service workers must look presentable and attractive as they work with people 
(Chu, 2002:20). How they look says a lot about the business they are running. Hence, some business 
requires that employees wear uniforms (Timming, 2015:135). The selection of outfits by employers 
play a role in the form of bodywork as waitresses might not be comfortable in what is required, but 
have to wear. In a service sector such as a restaurant, appearance is important, and it begins with the 
cleanliness of the waitrons, wearing a neat and appropriate uniform with hair and nails kept clean.  
Vivian (Manager in a casual dining restaurant) mentioned: 
Everything must be clean, from their working stations to them. Our uniform is white t-
shirts, with jeans and sneakers so everyone can be comfortable. So with the t-shirt, it 
must be white, like I mean white because the minute it has stains, who would like to be 
served by you? That just shows clumsiness. 
As one sees in the above statement, the manager has principles and values that they abide by within 
the restaurant. It becomes a norm that the waitresses follow to keep the restaurant running. The 
manager has noted an element that draws customers into the restaurant and tries to maintain it. The 
managers mention that from a customer’s perspective, no one would like to be served by a waitress 
who appears clumsy and not neat. So, this shows how the managers or business owners try to view 
their services from the customer’s perspective to be able to understand what attracts the customers. 
This view is also reflected by Tracy, the manager of the pub and grill restaurant, who explained how 
it works in her restaurant:  
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Our restaurant is known for how the girls dress before we even get to the food. The 
dress code must not at all be compromised, that is our culture, and so if we decide one 
day that we change the uniform, then it’s bye-bye to customers, simple like that. 
From the above responses, the managers expressed the importance of culture and norms of cleanliness 
in their restaurants. They stated how they try to maintain the same standards in what they do to keep 
the reputation of the restaurant. The characteristics they mentioned, keep their business going as this 
is what the customers expect when they visit the restaurant. Managers expected that waitresses should 
engage in bodywork to attract customers. However, attracting customers with only smiles is not 
enough. Even though it is stated that approaching customers in a friendly way works best, research 
shows that appearance, dress code, and the body also influences the attraction of customers (Gueguen 
and Jacob, 2014:275., Tylka and Wood-Barcalow, 2015:57). 
Tracy, the manager of the pub and grill restaurant, supported this statement by stating how strict they 
are when it comes to their uniform. They even run ground checks and inspections before the 
waitresses are allowed onto the floor, to check if everyone is dressed accordingly and that the make-
up is up to the standard they want in the restaurant. She stated:  
I am very strict on that; I make it a point that each and every waitress is thoroughly 
checked and inspected before they can start their shifts. We check armpits for hair, the 
make-up, if it’s applied accordingly if the shorts don’t have holes and the stockings, 
must also not have run in them.  
In the abovementioned statement, the manager stated how vital appearance is within the restaurant. 
She elaborated their day to day process of examining and assuring that all the staff members are well 
presented before they start welcoming customers into the restaurant. This shows the culture of the 
restaurant that they conform to. When the manager was asked about the appearance of the waitresses, 
she mentioned that they do look at the body as well. They cannot hire a plus-sized woman as this job 
requires flexible girls who can move quickly to respond to the requests from customers. This 
illustrates that they expect their waitresses to be a specific body size and should maintain it.  
Tracy (Manager in a pub and grill restaurant) further mentioned: 
Just like air hostesses, we also need our girls to be a certain weight, I mean from the 
uniforms we have, its xxs, xs and s (double extra small, extra small and small). We do 
not go above that. Hence we even have meal discounts and free meals, but only on 
healthy foods for our waitresses, we want them to be healthy and maintain their weight.  
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Tracy proves that certain occupations hire people based on their body weight. It is then important for 
waitresses to maintain a specific bodyweight in this restaurant as it is a job requirement.  
This requirement demonstrates how the restaurant had a way of meeting their goals. By having 
waitresses to keep their body weight stable, they continued to attract more and more customers. 
Managers also try to maintain this culture by making it a norm that customers must be approached in 
a friendly manner. Managers and waitresses try their best to satisfy customers, which is financially 
beneficial for both the restaurant and the waitresses. Therefore, waitresses engage in appearance 
bodywork to meet the managers’ expectations. 
4.3 Appearance bodywork in restaurants 
Service providers can satisfy or displease customers, as customers usually start evaluating their 
experience at a restaurant as soon as they interact with the service provider (Fitzsimmons and 
Fitzsimmons, 2008:35). This view is supported by Shevonne (full-time waitress in a casual dining 
restaurant) who stated that it was up to them whether the restaurant does well or not. The manager’s 
role is to make sure that all the servers were well presented before they approach and serve customers.  
First of all, you see how I am dressed says it all. I believe I am clean, neat hair and 
short nails; anyone can be happy to be served by me. But the moment I am clumsy, full 
of make-up, what would you think about the food. 
Shevonne’s response above illustrates how the presentation of the food is not the only vital aspect 
that customers look at, but that the observation begins with the people serving food. The customers 
observe how service providers look, present themselves and carry themselves. The waitresses 
understand that their appearance plays a vital role within the restaurant, and they are concerned about 
how the customers view them. This statement is supported by another waitress, Candys (part-time 
waitress in a casual dining restaurant): 
Imagine if we were to wear revealing clothes, then a couple comes by, then the guy 
starts looking at me because of how I am dressed, it wouldn’t be nice to the lady, all 
the attention will be drawn to me now. 
From the above quote, it is shown how the concept of appearance is important in restaurants. The 
waitresses also need to feel comfortable in what they are wearing so that they can do their work 
adequately. The customers are also observant of how the person who is serving them is dressed.  
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Dress codes are a form of arbitrary exercise of employer power in the workplace (Nickson et al., 
2005:203). In the labour market, dress codes can also influence the culture and branding image of an 
organisation (Peluchette and Karl, 2007:347). In the pub and grill restaurant that I visited, for 
example, it is their culture that they wear revealing clothes to attract customers. This practice becomes 
its branding and the image of the restaurant. Employees are often ‘the face’ of an organisation and 
are therefore considered to be a visual representation of their workplace (Nickson et al., 2005:204). 
The notion that waitresses have to attract customers into the restaurants is supported in this manner. 
The pub and grill restaurant depicted this, from how the waitresses dress, to the make-up they wore. 
To illustrate this point, Ayanda (full-time waitress in a pub and grill restaurant) stated: 
There is no jewellery allowed to start with, unless if you married, then you can wear 
your ring. We are only allowed nude or French nails; we must all have the same kind 
of hairstyle if that day we wear our hair up as ponytails, then everyone else, no 
exceptions.  
It is demonstrated from the above quotation what rules the waitresses are expected to abide by. The 
managers create a sense of uniformity among the waitresses, making it a point that they all look the 
same. One of the waitresses stated how she feels about the examinations that they experience before 
they start working.  
For example, Sinazo (full-time waitress in a pub and grill restaurant) mentioned: 
The checks can be tiring at times, having someone busy inspecting you and looking for 
wrong is just irritating, but I get that we are the face of the restaurant, and you would 
find that at times the customers would ask to take pictures with us, we cannot say no at 
all, because they are paying, and you hope to get tips from that too. 
From the above quote, it is evident that the waitress is not pleased with the rules and expectations of 
the managers. Although to get paid and receive tips, waitresses have to abide by those rules. Some 
restaurants are strict on their rules that they even provide necessary tools so that the employees can 
meet the requirements. For example, the pub and grill restaurant provides gym access to the 
waitresses. As such, Ayanda (full-time waitress in a pub and grill restaurant) added: 
 At first, I was happy to hear that we get a free gym membership, I saw that as a great 
benefit, but only realised later that it was basically for us to maintain our body weight 
and not gain, so our restaurant goes to that extent to in order for us to keep on 
attracting customers.  
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Ayanda expresses how the restaurant manager expects them to maintain their body weight. This 
expectation was evident as the restaurant also provided gym access to the waitresses so they can 
monitor their weight. It shows how vital appearance is to the restaurant as it attracts customers, and 
through that, the restaurant can make a profit. Appearance is not the only kind of bodywork that 
waitresses engage in; they also engage in emotional labour by maintaining their feelings towards 
customers. 
4.4 ‘Smiling’ as an example of embodied emotion work within 
Johannesburg restaurants 
Smiling is a requirement of the job of service workers, which can be experienced as challenging since 
their wages depend on it (Curtis et al., 2009:253). The workplace gives rise to identity challenges that 
manifest in significant emotional struggle (Ahuja, Heizmann and Clegg, 2018:988). In service 
sectors, employees deal with customers daily and have to pretend most of the time. The workplace, 
therefore, influences a person’s emotional wellbeing.  
To support this view, Candys (part-time waitress in casual dining restaurant) stated: 
When it comes to managing emotions, I taught myself to just leave everything at the 
door before I even enter the restaurant, I will get whatever problems I have on my way 
out because I want to work with a clear mind and not think about what I am going 
through. 
The response proves that waitresses engage in surface acting, which is defined as an act of publicly 
displaying expected feelings and emotions to customers by portraying what is not felt (Hochschild, 
1983:33). Waitresses display positive emotions by smiling and pretending to be joyful even though 
they are not. For example, Candys would admit that she has problems, but because she is at work, 
she has to forget about whatever she is going through and pretend to be okay as long as she is at work, 
then will carry on with her life issues after work.  
For example, Sinazo (full-time waitress in a pub and grill restaurant) mentioned: 
Taking my emotions to work won’t pay my bills. Yes, it is very hard to manage emotions 
when the customer is difficult as well, you end up wanting to take out your stress on 
them, but how will that help me? You at times feel like telling the customer that you got 
more problems than he or she does, but that is not their problem, so all I do is pretend 
that I am fine to get tips. 
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This also indicates a form of surface acting which illustrates an element of emotional labour. Emotion 
management is crucial in service sectors, and the waitresses were found to be engaging in certain 
emotion management types as stated by Bolton (2009:556), such as presentational kind of emotion 
management which is how people present and appear to the public, as waitresses have to be polite 
and smile. As Sinazo demonstrates, this means that waitresses have to forget about all the problems 
and issues they are going through when they are at work.  
To support Sinazo’s view, Ayanda (full-time waitress in a pub and grill restaurant) added: 
I sometimes feel like a machine, that is being turned off and on, it’s like when a 
customer comes; I have to be on happy mode. I am used to it now it just comes naturally. 
At times you are angry with the manager, but because the customer is tipping me and 
not her, I just pull a big smile as if I am fine. 
The waitresses here expressed how their emotions were taken over by their work. They seem to 
understand that their work is very demanding, and it requires them to be like actors for the restaurant 
to succeed. For them to get paid or to be tipped by customers, they need to approach the customers 
with a warm and welcoming smile even though they do not mean it or also when they are going 
through life challenges.   
The waitresses had to express emotions of appreciation to customers so they can feel welcome, that 
is one way of attracting them to become regular customers. It is clear how emotions play an essential 
role in the service sector, such as restaurants, as it is important that customers are happy with the 
person serving them. The types of bodywork that the waitresses engage in have positive impacts for 
them as they benefit from it. 
4.5 Benefits of bodywork for waitresses 
Waitresses make sure that they serve their customers well so that they can receive a proper tip from 
them. The waitresses indicated that serving customers with a smile is exhausting at times, but they 
do it because that is the only way to get tips from customers.  
Shevonne states how restaurants differ when it comes to payment. In the restaurant they work for, it 
depends on how the waitress serves the customers, the tips vary based on how they approach their 
customers. Shevonne also reveals how she noted in which shift a waitress can have more tips. The 
waitresses have then managed to find a way that they can make money which works for them. Mpho 
(part-time waitress in a casual dining restaurant) supports this statement by mentioning: 
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The trick I use is to get more tables as possible, the more customers I take, the more 
tips I get, but now trouble comes when you have to attend all the tables, to make sure 
everyone is served accordingly and on time. But overall, that is the trick I use, and it’s 
been a great strategy for me. 
Customer satisfaction is defined as an act of comparing products perceived concerning his or her 
expectations which can lead to feelings of pleasure or disappointment (Ilieska, 2013:329).  So, it has 
been found that good customer satisfaction affects profitability. As more customers are happy with 
the services, the profit in the business also increases. 
Tracy (Manager in a pub and grill restaurant) stated how she treated customers as guests in the 
restaurant. She says how she makes them welcome as everyone does when they have visitors in their 
homes. That makes the customer feel special, and it is a way of showing them that they are always 
welcome in the restaurant. She stated:   
When you have guests at home you make it a point that they are served, you even take 
out glasses that you don’t normally use, isn’t it? So the same applies to the restaurant, 
but now in this, I satisfy the guests, then they pay, and it’s more profit for us. 
Working conditions in the industry have been well documented as consisting of low pay, low status, 
with the exploitation of employees and long hours of work (Wright, 2007:76). Two of the waitresses 
(Mpho and Shevonne) expressed that even though they are aware that there is not much that they are 
making in this industry, it is better than nothing. 
To illustrate this argument, Mpho (part-time waitress in a casual dining restaurant) explained how 
she experiences her working conditions working as a waitress: 
It’s really sad to know that I could be earning much better than I am right now, but me 
being here is just to gather enough money so I can go to school and have a better future. 
As we speak I am waiting on my results as I was re-writing few subjects so I can qualify 
and go to varsity, so I thought let me get a job so I can also pay for fees or necessities 
if I don’t get a bursary. 
From the above quotation, it is clear that Mpho was aware that she was being exploited, but that it 
was a way to save for her further studies and improve her future. This attitude shows that finances 
might be a benefit in restaurants as she managed to save the tips she received. For example, Shevonne 
(full-time waitress in a casual dining restaurant) mentioned: 
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I am a breadwinner at home, with two kids of my own; this thing of me choosing jobs 
won’t work at all. I came to South Africa looking for a job, and all these years I have 
been here, a waitressing job is all I could find. So, I am grateful for the little I get, as 
long as my kids and people at home don’t go to bed hungry then I am okay, I will 
continue till I find something better.  
These responses from the waitresses demonstrate that it is not everyone’s dream to become a waitress 
but shows that they are doing that job for particular and different reasons. Some do it because it is the 
only job they could find and others. After all, they want to save up for something. Some expressed 
that since they are not South African, this is the only job they can do because it does not require much 
in the form of documentation. While managers and waitresses work hard to gain profits, there are 
challenges they face.  
4.6 Interactions and relations between waitresses, managers and 
customers  
Customers are essential in a service sector such as restaurants, as employees and managers depend 
on them to generate an income (Adelaja et al., 2008:126). Managers depend on the customers to keep 
their restaurants running if the customers are not happy, then the business fails.  
It has been found that working with customers can be difficult and very challenging (Verhoef, 
2003:40). For example, waitresses have to deal with drunk customers, as they do not cooperate in the 
restaurant. Typical challenges that managers and waitresses face is that customers complain about the 
service; for example, they would state that the food is taking too long. Further, they complain that the 
waitress got their order wrong, and they demand that they do not pay. Waitresses seem to have found 
a way to deal with the interactions they have with customers. For example, Mpho (part-time waitress 
in a casual dining restaurant) shared her views on this: 
The only way to deal with customers is to let them be; as you know the customer is 
always right, but there are instances whereby I cannot take it at all, I then call my 
manager to deal with the issue. 
Mpho explains how she deals with customers in the restaurant. She states how, at times, it becomes 
difficult to interact with them; she then escalates the issue to the manager. Although, from the quotes, 
it shows that she has found a way to deal with them by allowing them to do what they please as she 
has to keep the notion that “the customer is always right”.  
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In this regard, Sinazo (full-time waitress in a pub and grill restaurant) shares her experience: 
At first, I found it hard to deal with them, especially when they would complain about 
something that is not fair, but it hit me once that at the end of the day this person has 
to tip me if they don’t, then I don’t get paid, so the best way is to deliver whatever they 
need till they see they are defeated.  
It is seen from the quotation above that dealing with customers can be daunting at times. The 
waitresses deal with people from different backgrounds and personalities daily, and they have to 
maintain their emotions to improve the likelihood of satisfying customers and to receive a tip.  The 
manager also will not be pleased with waitresses who do not serve or interact with their customers in 
a proper manner. To show this point, Ayanda (full-time waitress in a pub and grill restaurant) stated: 
I just put myself in their shoes. I have been in this industry for a long time to have learnt 
how to deal with issues, if I am wrong, I apologise and make it a point that I provide 
whatever that was asked for, but if they are wrong, I just state it, I do it politely though 
so I do not cause drama. 
The responses above illustrate what the waitresses experience daily. They have found ways to deal 
with the challenges they come across during the interaction with customers. Waitresses are taught 
that “the customer is always right”, so they then understand that they need them and should have a 
good relationship or an encounter with them. They stated that at times it was not easy to just get past 
the issues they came across, but because they needed the job and to be tipped, they just had to focus 
on the job and not take the experiences they had to heart. 
The managers also seem to agree that they need customers for their businesses to operate efficiently 
and gain profit. The managers stated how vital customers are and how they emphasise that the 
waitresses have to find a way to deal with issues that occur, so they do not upset the customers.  
In this regard, John (Manager in a casual dining restaurant) stated the following: 
 I sometimes sound like a broken record when I address my staff, as I always mention 
that the customers are not our friends but people we do business with, so having an 
unhappy customer means that our pockets will be unhappy too, and that is something I 
can’t stand for, like it or not, the customer is always right, that’s my deal.  
John states how crucial it is to keep the customers satisfied in the restaurant. He mentions that when 
customers are not satisfied, then the business will not make a profit. So they must keep their customers 
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happy by attending to all their expectations. The statement is supported by Tracy, (Manager in a pub 
and grill restaurant) who mentioned the following:  
There can be difficult customers to the point that me myself I cannot handle, but 
because we in a business sector, we have to find a way to negotiate with these people, 
at times even if it’s the customer that’s wrong, I have to lash on my employee, but they 
do understand that’s how business is, it’s either we do that, or we fail. 
The responses from the managers show how they acknowledged that customers could be challenging 
to deal with at times. However, they had strategies to deal with the challenges they faced so that the 
business could continue running. As shown, restaurants depend on customers to grow and make a 
profit. Waitresses and managers have to avoid miscommunication during the interaction with the 
customers and always be polite and friendly when approaching them.  
4.7 Conclusion  
This chapter expanded on the experiences of waitresses. The main themes that emerged demonstrated 
that it is evident that restaurants depend highly on customers. Still, for that to happen, they have to 
train their waitresses well for them to attract and keep the customers so they can get paid and the 
restaurant to make a profit. The waitresses themselves to have a fair understanding of their job 
demands, and they have managed to find tactics that assist them in doing their jobs better. Waitresses 
are, therefore, required to learn to manage their emotions to gain financially and for the business to 
grow. The managers stressed how the organisational image was essential, and they, therefore, strived 
to maintain it. The following chapter outlines the key findings of the study by answering the research 




CHAPTER FIVE                                             
DISCUSSING THE ROLE OF GENDERED 
BODYWORK CARRIED OUT BY WAITRESSES IN 
JOHANNESBURG RESTAURANTS  
5.1 Introduction  
The main aim of this study was to answer the research question “How do waitresses engage in 
bodywork and what impact does it have on social relations in the workplace?” The previous chapter 
delineated the findings, looking at the experiences of waitresses and what the managers expect from 
waitresses in terms of bodywork. This chapter demonstrates how managers instil the concept of 
bodywork within restaurants, how waitresses engage in bodywork, how they benefit from it, and what 
effect bodywork has on the relations between managers, waitresses and customers. To explore and 
understand the role of bodywork in a restaurant setting, the following objectives were formulated: 
 What do managers expect from waitresses concerning their job role? 
 In what ways do waitresses modify their bodies?   
 How do waitresses employ emotional labour in restaurants? 
 What benefits do waitresses obtain when engaging in bodywork? 
 How does bodywork influence the interaction between waitresses, managers and customers 
in restaurants?   
The study was conducted in three restaurants around Johannesburg, where I interviewed six 
waitresses and three managers of the selected restaurants. In-depth interviews were used to grasp 
more details based on what the waitresses experienced, and the findings were compared to literature.  
5.2 The demand for bodywork in service sectors 
The findings of the study are guided by the research objectives outlined in the first chapter to be able 
to answer the research question. The key findings from the study demonstrate that waitresses do 
engage in bodywork daily at work. The following results were established. 
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Waitresses engage in bodywork in two forms. They do so with emotion management and working on 
their appearance to create the organisational image. These aspects are found to be requirements or 
expectations from managers in the restaurants they work for. Even though they appeared to be 
demanding, the waitresses agreed to conform and abide by the requirements, due to high rates of 
unemployment in South Africa. 
Businesses are differentiated by the image or how they choose to present themselves, including 
through their employees (Witz et al., 2003:43). As businesses are becoming highly competitive, 
restaurants owners or managers have established a way that can help them keep their business’ 
running and make a profit.  
According to the managers, a restaurant must have its style that makes it different from other 
restaurants nearby. They stated that the uniqueness is achieved by the food they serve and the 
appearance of waitresses. This statement is supported by Massey, (2015:7) who claim that the 
delivery of service is highly variable and that managers are dependent on employees to try to maintain 
consistency in their provision of quality service and the image of the organisation. 
Bodywork is the effort put in to create a specific physicality, which is a way an embodied subjectivity 
can have motility and physically act and present itself in the social world (Govan, 2002:404). One of 
the restaurant managers said that working on one’s body, for example, exercising and being on a strict 
diet, is essential. During my observation, I noted that all the waitresses were of average size, and no 
one was overweight. Waitresses who work in sexually objectifying environments had been told to 
change their appearances and be sexier (Restaurant Opportunities Centers United, 2014). This 
illustrates the notion of maintaining a perfect body image for the company or business. The 
organisational image can be identified, as the waitresses were standard, all had similar hairstyles, and 
makeup was neat. As explained by Timming (2015:135), employers often regulate employee 
appearance through dressing and grooming policies, which shows how managers stress the 
importance of appearance at work.  
The managers also stressed the importance of uniforms or a dress code. It is found that restaurants 
can benefit from how the employees are presented through their uniforms. Research shows that 
appearance, dress code, and the body also influence the attraction of customers (Tylka and Wood-
Barcalow, 2015:57). This is confirmed as the manager from the pub and grill restaurant stated that 
the waitresses’ uniform is what attracts the customers. The restaurant is known for how the waitresses 
dress and present themselves to customers. So this shows that they have an impact on attracting 
customers and influencing customer retention.  
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This demonstrates why the concept of bodywork is vital in the service sectors. Businesses can gain 
profits through the engagement of bodywork by employees. The use of bodywork is found to have 
an impact on customer satisfaction and customer retention. Hyun (2010:253) illustrated that to 
increase revenue and loyalty, restaurateurs must focus on building social relations with customers. 
The managers stressed the importance of having positive relations with customers by approaching 
them with polite smiles and to make them feel welcome. This adds to the concept of emotional labour 
in which employees must express positive emotions towards customers. The managers encourage the 
use of positive emotions as it also assists in customer retention. A study by Goodwin et al (2011:540) 
supports the managers’ technique by stating that when workers manage their emotions and feelings, 
customers become impressed and satisfied. As a result, the demand for bodywork in service sectors 
such as restaurants then influences the work of waitresses.  
5.3 Waitresses’ use of bodywork  
Working in a restaurant appears to be a demanding job for waitresses. They deal with different kinds 
of customers daily. The goal is to satisfy customers for organisation and personal success. For 
example, a satisfied customer leads to their return to the restaurant, word-of-mouth advertisement and 
profit for the managers. A satisfied customer can also lead to the personal success of waitresses by 
increasing their likelihood of receiving a tip to supplement their salary. One way to ensure satisfaction 
is to appear attractive and be presentable to customers.  
5.3.1 Presenting the body at work 
Appearance work is another element that is important in restaurants. Customers are attracted by how 
the waitrons are presented. A study by Gueguen and Jacob (2014:275) demonstrated that waitresses’ 
physical appearance was associated with variations in customer's tipping behaviour. Findings reveal 
that waitresses also know the importance of looking decent when approaching and serving customers. 
They need to look presentable to attract customers, and their uniforms must always be clean and tidy. 
This supports the study by Gueguen and Jacobs as the waitresses stated that cleanliness and dressing 
accordingly based on the requirements is crucial.  
However, not only do customers expect waitresses to dress appropriately, the managers equally value 
appearances. Findings illustrated that managers expect waitresses to dress in a uniform, wear clean 
and subtle makeup, and style their hair in an appropriate manner. A study by Timming (2015:135) 
shows that customers are attracted by servers who have hairstyles that are kept away from the face 
and make up that is clean and minimal. These aspects show to have an impact on the restaurant, 
making a profit. Hence, one of the restaurants explained that there are routine check-ups by the 
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managers before each shift starts to check if all the waitresses are standard and look as they are 
expected to be before they can start working.  
Appearances are crucial to attracting customers and make a profit. Managers confirmed that 
waitresses are one of the main deciding factors for customers when deciding whether or not to dine 
at a particular restaurant. If waitresses’ appearances are sloppy, then customers probably will go to 
another restaurant. Hence, this has repercussions for profit. An interesting finding is that it appears 
that male customers seemed to be judging the appearances of waitresses more than female customers. 
This implies a gendered aspect to bodywork, where waitresses dress appropriately to satisfy mainly 
male customers. Similarly, a study by Szymanski and Mikorski (2017:315) shows that gender plays 
a role in bodywork where women need to adhere to strict standards for physical appearance and have 
to wear uniforms that show their body in a particular manner. Not only do waitresses work on their 
appearance, but they also maintain emotions whilst at work.  
5.3.2 Emotions in the workplace 
Chu et al., (2012:83) stated that embodied emotion work is a vital job requirement within the 
hospitality sector, whereby employees are expected to maintain positive and friendly emotions during 
their interaction with customers. Emotional labour is defined as a process whereby employees control 
and manage their emotions in service encounters, which must seem publicly appropriate so they can 
acquire financial gains (Hochschild, 1983:7). Adding to this definition, others such as Vincent and 
Braun (2013:754) have defined emotional labour as an effort in which employees present positive 
emotions to elicit desired emotional state from customers. Hence, one sees that emotional labour is 
the expression of appropriate emotions in a customer setting, an important asset that waitresses use 
for organisational and personal profit.  
Findings reveal that the waitresses seem to understand this notion as it is a norm that they should 
appear friendly and polite towards customers when they approach them. Through the use of emotions 
within the restaurants, the waitresses have also learnt that they can gain financially through tips from 
customers. The waitresses expressed that learning to manage their emotions, by surface acting, is vital 
when approaching the customers. This implies that they portray appropriate emotions to the 
customers even when they do not necessarily feel that emotion. This shows that waitresses engage in 
what Hochschild refers to as surface acting, where they fake emotions to please others (Hochschild, 
1983:8). Thus, by engaging in surface acting, waitresses are more likely to please customers, which 
come with the possibility of greater profit for the managers as well as for themselves.  
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Even though the waitresses can gain financially from engaging in this form of bodywork, it can also 
have a negative impact on them. From the observations, the waitresses seem to be following and 
abiding by the requirements of their jobs, but they do not seem to like the idea of masking their true 
feelings. As workers have to mask their own/inner feelings to display an expected emotion, the worker 
can consequently feel inauthentic and estranged from their emotions (Sloan, 2012:1). Studies then 
show that engaging in surface acting might be distressing to workers and are associated with work-
related consequences such as burnout and lowered job satisfaction (Grandey, 2003:88; Hsieh et al., 
2012:42). The waitresses seemed to be exhausted by the process of masking their emotions as one 
waitress stated that at times she feels like relieving her stress unto the customers. Expressing 
appropriate emotions at work can lead to good relations between the waitresses and customers.  
5.3.3 Interactions and social relationships 
Social interactions and relationships are essential in the workplace, and they affect both the workers 
and the organisation’s revenue (Tschan et al., 2004:145). The relations are firstly built within the 
manager and the waitresses; the managers stated that they need to understand and work on the same 
goal with the waitresses, which is to satisfy the customers and gain profits. Research supports this 
statement as it is shown that how employees interact with each other and with their managers is part 
of their overall perceptions of their work situation, and this is crucial for job satisfaction (Tschan et 
al., 2004:146). The overall aim of the waitresses and the managers is to gain financially, so this 
demonstrates how they interact and plan to achieve their goal in the restaurant.    
Even though it is found that relations with customers are essential, findings proved that waitresses 
find it challenging to build relationships with customers as they can be difficult and demanding. This 
becomes problematic as they have to work hard on interacting with customers to get tips, hence why 
the use of emotions is crucial. A study by Fouquereau et al., (2018:2) shows that jobs that involve 
interaction with customers require workers that can display emotions that are consistent with social, 
organisational and occupational norms to meet the customer’s expectations. With that, the waitresses 
then have to maintain the relations with the customers but at times it becomes a problem as they have 
to keep the notion that “the customer is always right”, even though the customer is wrong at that 
moment, they have to serve them up to their desired standards.  
The managers make it a point that the relationships with the customers are maintained all the time. 
They train and encourage the waitresses to act professionally when they come in contact with difficult 
customers. A study by Jerger and Wirtz (2017:362) confirms that employees should not jeopardize 
the service efforts by retaliating to customers with anger. This shows that employees are trained to 
remain friendly to all customers during the encounters or interactions they have, and if they are unable 
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to deal with the customers, the waitresses are taught to escalate the problem to the managers. 
Engaging in bodywork in restaurants then leads to positive outcomes. 
5.4 Overall outcomes of the use of bodywork in restaurants: benefits 
for the employer and the waitress 
The use of bodywork in restaurants seems to have both positive and negative impacts on waitresses 
and the business. The waitresses expressed that engaging in bodywork by displaying appropriate 
emotions towards customers resulted in them gaining tips. According to Mupani (2016:58) when 
workers in restaurants engage in surface acting, they can acquire tokens of appreciation from 
customers. When the waitresses manage their emotions towards customers, not only do they get tips, 
but the restaurant also acquires a profit. A study by Kusluvan et al., (2010:173) supports this statement 
as they stated that the appearance, attitude and behaviour of the employee shape the image of an 
organisation and it also helps in the production of revenue. The act of managing emotions in the 
workplace is, therefore, vital as it satisfies customers.  
One can see from the findings that appearance is another bodywork element that shapes the restaurant. 
The managers and waitresses emphasized the importance of appearance as it had an impact on them. 
The type of uniform that each restaurant has makes it unique and different from others and creates an 
image or representation of the restaurant. Massey (2015:7) stated that there are actions that need to 
be taken to establish and maintain the desired image, which then becomes the organisational image. 
Each restaurant, therefore, has its style of appearance that they use to attract customers, and that is 
achieved through the use of bodywork.  
Social relations are enhanced when waitresses engage in bodywork by appearing presentable and 
approaching the customers with polite smiles. According to a study by Panwar and Gupta (2012:40), 
customers are attracted to a restaurant when waitrons use polite gestures towards them, and this leads 
to positive relationships. Customers appreciate the efforts that the waitresses and managers go 
through to satisfy them. Tschan et al., (2004:148) stated that social interactions between customers, 
managers and employees entailed task-related interactions, which focus on completing a task. The 
waitresses stated that their focus is to serve the customers up to their expected standards and make it 




From the study, it is evident that waitresses engage in bodywork daily in their workplaces. Although 
the study focused on a small sample, future studies can focus on a larger sample by trying to 
investigate the themes that emerged from this study across different restaurants in South Africa. The 
concept of bodywork seems to be vital in the hospitality sector, and therefore it can be used by future 
researchers as a theoretical framework to aid their research. Future studies could compare the different 
ways in which waiters and waitresses engage in bodywork. 
Sociology researchers interested in other parts of the service sector, such as hairstylists, undertakers 
or even sex workers can also employ the fourth type of bodywork which refers to working on others 
people’s bodies as paid labour, as this study did not focus on this element. This can assist in 
broadening the concept of bodywork in various parts of the hospitality sector and possibly 
demonstrate how workers all engage in bodywork daily but in different ways based on the type of 
work they do. With the use of the sociological imagination, researchers will be able to understand the 
impact of bodywork in different work sectors within the hospitality industry and understand how 
social relations are influenced through it.  
5.6 Conclusion 
This study has revealed that waitresses are expected and required to engage in bodywork. They pay 
attention to their appearance and display appropriate emotions towards customers, which forms the 
organisational image and that leads to personal rewards and customer retention which could increase 
profits for the restaurant. The managers and waitresses also recognised that social relations are 
enhanced when waitresses engage in bodywork by appearing presentable and approaching the 
customers with polite smiles.  
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Appendix A: Interview guide 
Interview guide 
Main research question: How do waitresses engage in bodywork and what impact does it have on 
social relations in the workplace? 
Sub questions: 
 What do managers expect from waitresses concerning their job role?
 In what ways do waitresses modify their bodies?
 How do waitresses employ emotional labour in restaurants?
 What benefits do waitresses obtain when engaging in bodywork?




2. Duration working as a waitress
3. Why this particular restaurant
4. Full-time or part-time
5. Describe your normal day at work
Main questions 
1. What are the requirements for becoming a waitress in this restaurant?
PROBE: What do you think about them? 
2. Describe some of the benefits of working at this restaurant.
3. How do you interact with your customers?
4. How do you separate and manage your feelings towards customers?
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PROBE: How do you deal with difficult or drunk customers? 
5. How would you describe the required appearance for waitresses?
PROBE: What impact does it have on your job? 
PROBE: What impact does it have on you? 
6. How does your job influence your self-expression?
7. What restrictions do you have for customers?
Questions for managers 
1. Describe the expected appearance of waitresses.
2. How does their appearance impact on your business?
3. What are your general rules based on the waitresses’ serving styles?
4. Would you say emotion management is crucial?
 PROBE: How does it impact on your organisational image? 
5. What features in your restaurant make it unique from others?
6. What aspects do your waitresses have that are unique from others?
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Appendix B: Consent form 
Informed Consent Form 
Researcher: Thato Mokgalabone  
Cell number: 082 569 3490 
Email address: tmokgalabone@gmail.com 
Student number: 201400986 
I …..…………………………………………………… a waitress in……………………….. 
restaurant, have read and understood the purpose of the research study titled: ‘Bodywork 
and Waitressing: Experiences of Waitresses in Johannesburg ', and hereby give my consent 
to participate in this research. I am aware that my participation in this study remains 
voluntary and that at any time I may withdraw from the research. I also understand that all 
personal information will be treated as confidential by the researcher and no details will be 
used to identify me.  
Participant’s signature…………… …….  Date…………………….. 
Researcher’s signature………………... Date ……………………. 
GUARANTEE OF CONFIDENTIALITY LETTER 
(To be signed by all research participants) 
I, Thato Mokgalabone, hereby guarantee confidentiality and anonymity to 
………………………………… in his/her participation in my MA Research project based on 
Bodywork and Waitressing at Melville, Johannesburg in South Africa. 
This confidentiality will be guaranteed before, during and, after the research process as well 
as in the final research report. 
Participant……………………………………….. Date………………………. 
Researcher (Miss Mokgalabone)………………………. Date………………………. 
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Informed Consent Form 
Researcher: Thato Mokgalabone  
Cell number: 082 569 3490 
Email address: tmokgalabone@gmail.com 
Student number: 201400986 
I …..…………………………………………………… a manager in……………………….. 
restaurant, have read and understood the purpose of the research study titled: ‘Bodywork 
and Waitressing: Experiences of Waitresses in Johannesburg ', and hereby give my consent 
to participate in this research. I am aware that my participation in this study remains 
voluntary and that at any time I may withdraw from the research. I also understand that all 
personal information will be treated as confidential by the researcher and no details will be 
used to identify me.  
Participant’s signature…………… …….  Date…………………….. 
Researcher’s signature………………... Date ……………………. 
GUARANTEE OF CONFIDENTIALITY LETTER 
(To be signed by all research participants) 
I, Thato Mokgalabone, hereby guarantee confidentiality and anonymity to 
………………………………… in his/her participation in my MA Research project based on 
Bodywork and Waitressing at Melville, Johannesburg in South Africa. 
This confidentiality will be guaranteed before, during and, after the research process as well 
as in the final research report. 
Participant……………………………………….. Date………………………. 
Researcher (Miss Mokgalabone)………………………. Date………………………. 
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Appendix C: Information sheet 
Information Sheet /Letter 
Dear Prospective participant 
Re: INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH 
My name is Thato Mokgalabone, a Masters student at the University of Johannesburg, enrolled for 
Social Impact Assessment coursework. I am working on a Research Proposal with the title, 
‘Bodywork and Waitressing: Experiences of Waitresses in Johannesburg. My aim is to understand 
how waitresses reflect and perceive bodywork as a job demand. I would like to interview you to better 
understand your experiences with respect to how you have been engaging in bodywork in your 
occupation and how you reflect and deal with the challenges it has. If possible, I would like to meet 
with you about 1-2 times over a period of one month, in order to have a conversation that will cover 
the above mentioned. 
I expect that each session to last for about an hour. The dates and times for each meeting can be 
arranged at your own convenience. Given that you work as a waitress. I am requesting your 
participation in this study. With your permission, I would like to use an audio-recorder when 
conducting the interviews. The interviews will be conducted in English or a mutually comfortable 
language like Zulu or Setswana.  
All information will be kept confidential. I will use ‘pseudonyms’ to protect your identity. In order 
to verify the accuracy of the interviews you will receive transcripts and should you wish to make 
corrections on the transcripts, please let me know. Participation in this research is voluntary. Should 
you feel uncomfortable in any manner, you may withdraw at any point in the process. 





082 569 3490 
Mr du Toit 
Supervisor  _______________________ 
daviddt@uj.ac.za 




011 559 2885 
FACULTY OF HUMANTIES  
RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE 
02 October 2018 
ETHICAL CLEARANCE NUMBER REC-02-00120-2018 
REVIEW OUTCOME Approved with Minor Changes 
APPLICANT Mokgalabone 
TITLE OF RESEARCH PROJECT Bodywork and Waitressing: The Experiences of 
Waitresses in Johannesburg 
DEPARTMENT Sociology 
SUPERVISOR/S Mr D. du Toit 
Prof T. Uys 
Dear Mokgalabone; 
The Faculty of Humanities Research Ethics Committee has scrutinised your research proposal and 
confirm that it complies with the approved ethical standards of the Faculty of Humanities; University of 
Johannesburg. 
The ethics section is too brief. It is not clear how the ethics for the managers will be attended to. There 
is no letter of consent for the managers and whether there will be possibility of conflict between the 
managers and the waitresses after disclosure or for participation – see below for recommendations on 
how to address these issues in the proposal. 
Recommendations: 
- It reads a bit as if the student is intending to do covert work in the restaurant before beginning
to recruit – that’s not okay, and clearance from the owner/ manager needs to be obtained
before even beginning.
- The managers shouldn’t be able to channel interviewees, or if they do, the student must
acknowledge and deal with this issue. Mangers may facilitate, but shouldn’t necessarily know
any of the details of the servers being interviewed.
Appendix D: Ethical clearance
- Need information/ consent letters for managers too. Waitresses (I’m not sure that is the 
academically correct term) should be aware that they might be compromising their work 
situations. 





Prof Grace Khunou 
Chair: Faculty of Humanities REC 
Tel: 011 559 3346 
Email: gracek@uj.ac.za 
 
 
 
 
 
 
